
 
 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

Academic Year 2021-2022 
 

Faculty Guide for Library Instruction and Research Support Services  

 
Hazy Library research librarians provide customized library and research assistance in a wide variety 
of ways and formats. Partner with us to ensure that your students get the most out of research 
projects and are easily able to find and incorporate credible resources to support their writing. Take a 
look at our offerings below. 
 
 

Library Instruction  
 
Customized to your coursework and research assignments.  Library instruction engages students in 
interactive lessons focusing on specific Hazy Library resources, tools, and research skills. Lessons can 
utilize full class time or be pared down depending on your needs. Request librarian instruction using 
our online form.  
 

Customize It!  

 Mini Lessons: Research librarian provides a mini research lesson and/or resource demo 

directly related to topic of course or assignment. Suggested time 15 minutes. Mini lessons 

can be done as often as needed throughout the semester.  

 Research Feedback: After in-class instruction or mini research lessons, students submit 

the sources they are using for their assignment on Canvas or through email. We can assess 

the quality and provide feedback and/or suggest additional resources. 

 
Tutorials 
 
Use Credo Information Literacy Tutorials which cover foundational research skills.  These videos and 
quizzes can be embedded into Canvas for easy grading or used directly from the link above. Credo 
lessons do not focus on specific Hazy Library resources and how to use them. We recommend you 
pair these with Library Instruction.  
 
 

Workshops 

 
We offer a variety of workshops. Core workshops cover the basics of research including an 
introduction to resources, citing sources, understanding and applying copyright, and more. 

https://eraupr.libwizard.com/f/instruction
https://erau.libguides.com/credo


   
 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Workshops are scheduled at varying times and days throughout the semester. In person and virtual 
workshops are available; they can also be requested “on demand” if alternate times are needed.  
Students can register using our online events calendar.  
 

Research Consultations 

 

Students book appointments online for a time and format (virtual or in person) that meets their 
needs. Research consultations can be done individually or in teams for group projects.   
 

 Customize It!  

 Require students to book a research consultation, meet with a research librarian, or 
attend a library workshop as a component of class points. 

 

Add Us in Canvas 
 
Add a librarian as a TA in your Canvas course. This allows us to post resource recommendations 
specifically tailored to your coursework. 

 

Customize It!  

 Semester-long: We will post resources, guides, database tutorials, and search strategies 

tied into the course topics in a timely fashion according to due dates. We will regularly 

check in and answer questions on a “Research Questions” discussion board.  

 1-2 Weeks: This short collaboration will include a discussion board with posting due dates. 

For example, students post their research topic along with a piece of research or 

information they are looking for. We reply with a few sources for the student, which the 

student would then try. The student posts a reply on how the research process went and if 

they found what they were looking for. Student receive points for posting their initial 

research topic, and then points for the follow up reply (optional).  

 

Research and Course Guides  
 

Research and Course Guides are available online to help students researching in specific disciplines 
and topics like writing literature reviews or annotated bibliographies. Others cover specific citation 
styles, creating poster presentations, and more. 

             Customize It!  

https://pr.erau.libcal.com/calendar/events/?cid=7791&t=g&d=0000-00-00&cal=7791&inc=0
https://pr.erau.libcal.com/appointments/
https://erau.libguides.com/?b=g&d=a


   
 

   
 

 

 

hazylibrary.erau.edu 
 

 

 Let us know if you need a Research Guide for a course, research skill, or specialized topic 
and we’ll create it for you! 

 

Videos 
 
Embed our collection of supplemental library instruction videos in Canvas. To find our tutorials in 
Canvas Commons, search “Hazy Library and Learning Center.” You can also view them on our 
YouTube page.  
 

Customize It!  

 Need a video on a specific topic or skill?  We can create one. 
 

Contact Us  
 
We are happy to specifically tailor our customized research assistance offerings to your needs. If you 
require a combination of the above or something not mentioned here, let us know! 

 
 

Dani Carmack Research and Instruction Librarian 

 928-777-3858 | dani.carmack@erau.edu  
 
 

Joanne Evanoff Associate Director for Technologies and Information Resources 
928-777-3802 | joanne.evanoff@erau.edu  
 

 

  Laura Pope Robbins Associate Library Director for Access Services 
  928-777-6686 | poperobl@erau.edu  
 
 

Jessica Quarles Instruction and Research Librarian 
 928-777-6658 | jessica.quarles@erau.edu  
 
 

 Robin Vickery Collections Management and Research Librarian 
 928-777-3915 | robin.vickery@erau.edu  
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